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*As originally distributed to clients on Friday, March 24, 2023 

  

Northstar Notes  

  

 

“It’s not that damned easy to run a bank intelligently, there are 

a lot of temptations to do the wrong thing.” 

 

                       -Charlie Munger 

 

March 24, 2023 

  

There’s an old joke about interest rates. There are only two people who know the 

future path—they’re gnomes in Switzerland, and they disagree. At Northstar, we’ve 

always avoided making market forecasts, and we’re not about to start. 

  

But we can make some observations about the momentous events of the past two 

weeks: 

  

Silicon Valley Bank experienced an epic run on deposits, as thousands of their 

customers moved money online to other institutions. This forced the bank to sell 

securities at a loss and exposed their lack of risk controls. It was grossly irresponsible 

to hold longer-term bonds to back up a deposit base. Higher interest rates drove 

down those bond prices, and SVB was forced to sell at an inopportune moment. 

Similar events unfolded in New York at Signature Bank, in recent years the exciting 

go-to bank for landlords (sometimes sleazy) and crypto investors. Bank runs are 

always frightening, as the endless clips of Jimmy Stewart in “It’s a Wonderful Life” 

keep reminding us. But those days were quaint in comparison to Peter Thiel’s “Fire-

in-the-theater!” moment with Silicon Valley Bank. 
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An Important Contrast: our largest financial holding is Berkshire Hathaway, and the money 

they hold for policy holders (over $100 billion of float) is not subject to instantaneous “runs on the 

bank.” This is a huge structural advantage and has allowed the company to make investments across 

the spectrum of stocks, bonds and operating companies. 

  

We often wonder at times like this if this is the next huge event. While there are a few 

faint echoes of the financial crisis of 2007-2009, it is likely that today’s problems can 

be more easily resolved. Our clients have no direct exposure to the failed banks, such 

as Credit Suisse, Silicon Valley Bank and Signature Bank. These were all aggressive, 

marketing-driven institutions, and those qualities stand at odds with our ideas of 

prudent banking. Let’s look elsewhere for excitement in our lives. 

  

There are some simple steps we all can take to safeguard our bank accounts. These 

include keeping bank balances below the amount guaranteed by the FDIC. This 

applies particularly to smaller community and regional banks. Also, work with your 

bank to structure your accounts to take full advantage of deposit guarantees, including 

the use of separate and joint accounts at a specific institution. 

  

As always, we at Northstar will focus on rational investing behavior and the search for 

superb businesses with strong balance sheets. We will make mistakes, but hopefully 

not out of the greedy pursuit for a bit of extra yield. 

  

 

Now a note about communications: 

  

Investment advisors are under intense regulatory pressure to communicate ONLY via 

email, as opposed to text messages, when it comes to electronic communications. We 

must document and archive our communications, and the SEC is particularly 

concerned with substantive communications that evade surveillance. We are seeking 

guidance as to the continued use of texting for simple messages, for example, “I am 

running a few minutes late.” But in general, we would ask that you communicate via 

email rather than text messages. We apologize for this level of self-referential stuff, 

but being on the right side of the regulatory gods is to everyone’s advantage. 
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The Northstar Group, Inc.  

405 Lexington Avenue  

Suite 37A  

New York, NY 10174 Phone: 

(212) 883-9595  

  

 
Material discussed is meant for general illustration and/or informational purposes only and it 

is not to be construed as tax or legal advice. Although the information has been gathered from 

sources believed to be reliable, please note that individual situations can vary; therefore, 

information in this newsletter should only be considered when coordinated with individual 

professional advice.  
This newsletter is produced for the benefit of clients of The Northstar Group, Inc., an 

investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Comments and 

opinions offered here are not solicitations to buy or sell any security.  Furthermore, these 

opinions are those of Northstar’s principals, Henry Asher and Linda Ray, and are not those of 

Royal Alliance Associates.  
Securities offered through Royal Alliance Associates, Inc., Member FINRA & SIPC.  

Advisory services offered through The Northstar Group, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor, 

which is independent of Royal Alliance Associates, Inc.  

  

  


